June 8th, 2011

Addendum No. 1
College of Staten Island – Cyber Commons – Library Building Renovations
Project No: ST009-006

This Addendum is issued for the purpose of conveying below the Clarification and Questions and Answers and amending the subject Bid Documents and is hereby made part of said Bid to the same extent as though it were originally included therein.

CLARIFICATION

1. Attached see updated Section S01010, Summary of Work: General revisions (8 pages).
2. Attached see Added Section 10100, Visual Display Boards (4 pages).
3. Attached see updated Drawings as noted on attached list (11 pages).

QUESTIONS and ANSWERS

Question 1 Are we supplying the white board if so there is no spec?
Answer 1 See Specification Section 10100, Visual Display Boards (attached).

Question 2 Are we supplying the coat hooks, if so there is no Spec?
Answer 2 Hooks shall be binns, epoxy coated extruded aluminum hook, V6/H and V1/H or approved equal.

Question 3 Room 220 on the demo plans you show removal of carpet, at the walk thru it was VCT do we have to remove the VCT or can we go on top of it with new VCT that you call for?
Answer 3 The drawings have been revised to keep existing VCT, there is no carpeting to be removed.

Question 4 Note # 3 on Drawing E-300 makes reference to drawing E-500 and E-501. These drawings are not included in the package. Please advise.
Answer 4 Delete Note # 3 and replace with “For Specifications refer to Section 16000 of the Project Manual”.

Question 5 Inside the Lighting control System specification there is a section on clocks. Why is this included when the drawings only show switches and dimmers?
Answer 5  Delete Article 2.02, Lighting Control Time Clock, in Specification Section 16145, Lighting Control Devises, This article is Not In Contract.

Question 6  A specification is included for telephone and data, however, drawing E-400 clearly states empty conduit, data, and plate by telephone data contractor. Who is responsible for running telephone and wiring?

Answer 6  Delete note on Drawing E-400. Running telephone and data wiring is included as part of this contract.

Question 7  At the pre-bid meeting it was understood that there were no bonding requirement. The invitation to bid states that a 10% Bid Bond is required. What are the bonding requirements?

Answer 7  A Bid Bond in the amount of ten percent (10%) of the total Bid Price or a Bid Deposit in the amount of three percent (3%) of the total Bid Price shall be submitted with the Bid. Performance and Payment bonds are not required for this project.

This Addendum is issued pursuant to Standard form of Agreement, Article 1 & Invitation to Bid form. Bidders are asked to acknowledge receipt of the Addendum by returning it signed with their submitted Bid. Failure to do so shall be considered grounds for rejection of your Bid.

Contact: Ines Eden, DDCM.ContractsDept@mail.cuny.edu

By signing in the space provided below, the Bidder acknowledges receipt of this Addendum.

This Addendum must be signed by the Bidder and submitted with the Bid.

Name of Bidder

Name of Authorized Bidder Representative  Title  Signature  Date